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Figure 1: Example results of our hand segmenta-
tion approach. Green circles represent the original 
skeleton tracking data, and the rectangles indicate 
the search area within the depth and color images.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As sensing technology has evolved, spatial user interfaces

have become increasingly popular platforms for interacting
with video games and virtual environments. However, exist-
ing skeleton tracking middleware created for the consumer-
level motion tracking devices, such as those developed by
Microsoft and OpenNI, tend to focus on coarse full-body mo-
tions, and suffers from several well-documented limitations
when attempting to track the positions of the user’s hands
and segment them from the background. In this paper, we
present an approach for more robustly handling these failure
cases by combining the original skeleton tracking positions
with the color and depth information returned from the sen-
sor.

2. METHODS
In our approach, we start by acquiring the skeleton track-

ing data for the elbows and hands (in our tests we used
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the Microsoft Kinect for Windows SDK). We informally ob-
served that the elbows are substantially more reliable than
the reported hand positions. Therefore, we used the elbows
as a reference for defining a rectangular search area where
the hands would most likely be located. Although the hand
tracking data is often inaccurate, it still provides a likely ini-
tial guess that we used to set the length/width of the search
area. If the distance between the estimated hand positions
is within a predefined threshold, we define one large, single
search area instead of two separate ones. This allows our ap-
proach to more robustly handle cases where the hands are
held together.

The next step in our approach is to more precisely locate
the hands using both the color and depth images returned
from the sensor. In the color image, we applied an explicit
RGB boundaries skin cluster to classify the skin pixels in
the search area that were obtained in the previous step [1].
Using the depth image, we make use of the existing Kinect
segmentation implementation, which separates the user from
the background but does not differentiate between specific
parts of the body. We take the intersection of the two pixel
sets, thereby eliminating erroneous false positives to pro-
vide a more robust overall segmentation. We then apply
a connected component labeling algorithm to remove small
impossible objects. The results of our hand segmentation
algorithm are shown in Figure 1.

3. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described an approach for enhanced hand

segmentation using the Microsoft Kinect. By combining the
existing skeleton tracking data with the depth and color im-
age streams, we achieve a more robust segmentation from
both the background and other parts of the user’s body.
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